The WNT7A G204S mutation is associated with both Al-Awadi-Raas Rothschild syndrome and Fuhrmann syndrome phenotypes.
Two syndromes are known to be associated with WNT7A mutations: Al-Awadi-Raas-Rothschild syndrome (AARRS) and Fuhrmann syndrome. Woods et al. (2006) showed that there is complete and partial loss of WNT7A function in these two syndromes respectively. Therefore, both syndromes have similar clinical features but the phenotype in Fuhrmann syndrome is less severe. The G204S mutation was previously reported to result in AARRS phenotype in three Saudi families. In the current communication, we report on a different unrelated Saudi patient with the same mutation but the patient had Fuhrmann syndrome phenotype. We believe this case is important because it questions the presence of a phenotype-genotype correlation in WNT7A mutations and because it demonstrates that the G204S mutation may be associated with both AARRS and Fuhrmann phenotypes.